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The Interpretation of Genetic
Data - Considering the Effect of
Changes to Gene Conformation
-- If the Facts Don’t Support
the Theory, Change the Theory
– How Does This Contribute to
Understanding Diabetes?
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Abstract
The theory that genetic change – the ‘one gene one pathology’
theory - is responsible for a particular medical condition is no
longer sustainable. There is widespread recognition that the vast
majority of medical conditions are multi-systemic, multi-pathological
and polygenomic. This observation raises fundamental issues about
the prevailing biomedical paradigm which is based upon the premise
that a single biochemical marker can be an accurate determinant
for a particular condition or that a single drug can be an effective
treatment. The prevailing biomedical paradigm is complicated by a
number of observations e.g. genetic mutations may be reversed by
lifestyle changes, the brain regulates the autonomic nervous system
and physiological systems, stress experienced through the senses
influences brain function and the stable regulated function of the
autonomic nervous system, biochemical changes are unable to explain
the coherent function of networks of organs/physiological systems i.e.
how these organ networks function in a coherent manner, or that many
of the genes have no known or explained function.
In this short paper the author reviews the issues and makes a
number of observations, in particular (i) that the brain functions as
a neuroregulator which uses a biophysical mechanism to regulate
the body’s complex function, (ii) some genes are considered by
geneticists to have no apparent function because they have not
considered the possibility that these non-coding components of
our DNA influence gene conformation and/or morphology (shape)
and hence the subsequent expression of key proteins i.e. it is the
physical and/or stereo-spatial shape of the genes and their resultant
energetics which is most significant.
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Commentary
Jenner’s observation that milkmaids exposed to cowpox did not
contract smallpox was immensely significant, not just for the medical
significance of the observation, but for its scientific significance. This
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was the first recorded incidence (actually it wasn’t the first, but it is
a good starting point) whereby the genetic change from one virus
altered genetic predisposition to another virus i.e. that by changing
genetic structure with the cowpox virus this protects against the
smallpox virus. Accordingly, there is a need to better understand
these phenomena and explain how the genetic change from one virus
can confer immunity against another similar virus. Moreover if such
a concept could apply to diseases which have genetic origins could
this lead to a better understanding of how pathologies develop which
influence the body’s function?
Sanborn et al. [1] identified how changes to the 3D structure
of the genome influence or are otherwise associated with the onset
of complex genetic diseases. They illustrated that extremely minor
single-nucleotide modifications of ‘junk’ DNA can influence the
folding of significant portions of the genome e.g. the formation of
genetic loops, which influence gene expression. Whalen, Truty and
Pollard [2] reported how the complex 3D structure of chromatin
can bring remote regions of DNA in close proximity. Kim et al. [3]
reported how methylation influences, how chromosomes compact
and how such mechanisms are organised influences gene expression.
This initial evidence suggests that gene conformation is significant.
To continue, gene editing techniques [4] provide us with the
opportunity to splice a particular adduct into our DNA i.e. to remove
an unwanted genetic component and replace it with another. This
would be the ideal mechanism to treat genetic diseases however
the issue is complicated because there are very few cases where the
one gene hypothesis applies e.g. Huntington’s disease, sickle cell
disease, and Duchenne muscular dystrophy. Nevertheless if we can
successfully deploy such techniques it could be possible to alleviate
all medical conditions which have fundamentally genetic origins.
In principle this should be 100% successful, if the assumption that a
particular single gene is responsible for a particular medical condition
is accurate (for example ca 40% of patients with familial hypertrophic
cardiomyopathy (HCM) have a mutation in the MYBPC3 gene
on chromosome 11 [5]), and if the technique can be specific to the
task, however to date the success rate for such techniques remains
relatively low [6,7]. Moreover it remains to be seen whether, following
treatment, the patient makes a full recovery or whether their recovery
is only a partial recovery i.e. that they remain in relatively poor health;
and/or whether the effectiveness of gene editing techniques can be
improved, particular so as an instrument to ameliorate the effect of
genetically inherited point defects. For example 42 of the 58 embryos
studied by Ma & co-workers did not carry the HCM mutation (in
the MYBPC3 gene) and the Crispr/Cas9 mechanism introduced
undesirable genetic abnormalities.
Gene editing techniques may overlook the complex nature of
the body’s function, in particular how each person is genetically
different [8] which must therefore influence our ability to express
particular proteins and hence our susceptibility and exposure to
different pathogens – viruses, virus-like particles, bacteria, etc thereby explaining why there is a reaction by a minority of children to
particular vaccines. Indeed, could it be possible that such gene editing
techniques may inadvertently worsen the health of those treated? This
could be expected to be so, at least in some cases, if gene editing failed
to take into account how the brain regulates the body’s function.
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Most medical conditions comprise a spectrum of pathological
coordinates which arise from weight, age, stress (which is experienced
through the senses), and exposure to viruses and environmental toxins.
They can be genetic and/or phenotypic (see Note 1). An estimated
5-10% of medical conditions are currently considered to have a
genetic basis [9-12] i.e. an estimated 90-95% of medical conditions are
due to phenotype (the influence of lifestyle and the environment and
upon which modern medicine is based); however it is increasingly
recognised that most medical conditions are polygenomic, multipathological and multi-systemic i.e. (i) most medical conditions
have a complex range of genetic correlates - the mono-genetic,
monopathological model is inadequate; (ii) the conditions invariably
comprise both genetic and phenotypic correlates – genotype and
phenotype are coexistential [13]; (iii) the conditions are expressed
as a complex range of pathological processes ; (iv) the pathological
processes can occur in a wide range of organs throughout the body –
which function in different physiological systems.

Note 1
In this article the term ‘phenotype’ is used to describe non-genetic,
lifestyle-related pathologies.
That the brain regulates the autonomic nervous system and
physiological systems [14-16] is immensely significant. This highlights
the biodynamic nature of how the brain regulates the body’s function,
in particular the function of the visceral organs i.e. that pathological
onset is the consequence of the failure of the brain to regulate the
coherent function of the organ networks; and how biochemical
change at the visceral level alters brain function. This explains how for
example beta-blockers slow heart beat and result in weight gain [17]
or how psychotropic drugs introduced through the digestive system
i.e. at the visceral level, subsequently influence brain function [18].
Furthermore initial research has illustrated that emergent nondrug therapeutic modalities, based upon the understanding that the
brain regulates the function of the autonomic nervous system and
physiological systems, which act upon this neural mechanism may
have a 75-95% level of effectiveness [19,20].
Venter JC led one of the teams which were considered to have
decoded our DNA. Significantly he commented that despite having
deciphered the chemical structure of DNA (actually this has never
been fully completed, specific parts of our DNA have not yet been
decoded [21]) this had not led to an in-depth understanding of how
our DNA works. He described the genome as ‘having identified the
parts list and of needing the operating manual ‘[22] i.e. understanding
of how the brain regulates the autonomic nervous system and
physiological systems. This article suggests that Grakov’s Strannik
software technology may, at least to some extent, be ‘the operating
manual’ sought by Venter [23]. The issue is increasingly exacerbated
by numerous observations which question the validity of the ‘parts
list’ hypothesis i.e. ‘we have the parts list, now we can understand how
the body functions’ e.g.
Hutchison and Venter [24] synthesised a bacterial genome and
found that ca 30-40% of identified genes - non-coding DNA - cannot
be ascribed to any known function. Rizvi & Raza [25] report how
telomere length is associated with aging and the onset of age-related
diseases i.e. pathological onset shortens the length of telomeres
[26], however other researchers have illustrated that improved
diet and lifestyle can reduce the rate of attrition and perhaps
lengthen the telomeres [27]. In addition, (i) genes in humans often
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do not function in the same way in animals [28]. If so, what is the
mechanism to explain this observation? How can this be explained
by the current genetic paradigm? (ii) Over 40 genetic mutations
are associated with the onset and progression of type 2 diabetes
[29]and collectively influence the expression of insulin in response
to levels of carbohydrates, fats or proteins although such genetic
changes are often reversible if the patient improves their lifestyle
and diet [30]. (iii) Different racial subtypes have differing spectrum
of genes which function in a coherent manner to express pre-proinsulin [31,32] i.e. the genetic expression of a protein is influenced
by genetic point defects but also by epigenetic effects which influence
gene structure by methylation and other processes. Accordingly, it
is necessary to consider not just the chemical structure of the genes,
which is significant, but also that the physical/spatial orientation of
DNA and gene conformation [33] has a significant effect; therefore
any factors which influence gene profile e.g. viruses [34,35] or viruslike vectors and/or particles [36-48] which incorporate their vRNA
into our DNA and/or factors which adversely alter our DNA; must
inevitably influence, to a greater or lesser extent, the energetics
of the genes and thereby increase or decrease the ability to express
particular proteins e.g. the insulin precursor and the prevailing levels
of insulin [49] and/or stimulate the function of antibodies [50] which
adversely influence beta-cell function. (iv) The genetic expression of
proteins must be influenced, at least to some extent, by the prevailing
reaction conditions, in particular by acidity [51] and temperature [52]
– which are neurally regulated physiological systems; and perhaps
also by other physiological systems. (v) Moreover such a hypothesis
considers the influence of genotype in isolation. It ignores the
potential influence of phenotype (the sympathetic stress response)
upon which modern medicine is based; which leads to lower levels
of essential minerals, vitamins and cofactors; lower levels of the
immune response (there is an immune ‘response’ but not an immune
‘system’ (See note 2)) involving T-cells and other immunochemicals
in response to a particular stress or stressor [53,54]; which could
facilitate predisposition to infection and/or the onset and progression
of a particular viral infection and hence influence the subsequent
expression of pre-pro-insulin thereby leading to the development of
type 1 diabetes. (v) Yang and coworkers [55] illustrated that different
protein isoforms contribute to how the different proteins function
in the cell. If so, what is the mechanism which contributes to, or
regulates, which protein isoforms are expressed? (vi) Diabetes can
occur in people who have healthy functioning pancreas’ e.g. who have
had a hysterectomy.

Note 2
The immune response is provided by an apparently uncoordinated
response provided by the spleen, bone marrow, thymus, lymphatic
system, tonsils, etc. There is no evidence to date that these organs
work in a coherently functioning physiological ‘system’ but instead
that the immune response arises from the coherent function of all
other neurally regulated physiological systems.
Lincez et al. [49] identified that reduced expression of the MDA5
gene IFIH1 prevents autoimmune diabetes. If so, this presents the
following questions: (i) was the expression of the MDA5 gene IFIH1
increased in the past, perhaps in response to a gene-altering moiety?
(ii) how does this gene contribute to autoimmune diabetes? (iii) why
would the reduced expression of this gene influence the autoimmune
response and production of antibodies responsible for suppressing
the expression of pre-pro-insulin? (iv) how does the increased or
decreased expression of this the MDA5 gene IFIH1 alter the dynamic
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relationship between the many genes which contribute to the
expression of pre-pro-insulin?
This short paper highlights published research which illustrates
the changes of gene conformation is a significant factor influencing
the genetic expression of proteins. It focusses upon diabetes and
presents an explanation/hypothesis which appears to be consistent
with most observed phenomenae, in particular that changes of
gene conformation influence the genetic expression of proteins
and/or precursors; that increased intercellular acidity influences
the ability of proteins to react with their receptor proteins; that the
brain regulates the coherent function of the autonomic nervous
system and physiological systems; that stress (both psychological
and psychophysiological) influences intercellular levels of essential
minerals which influence protein expression and protein reactivity;
that non-coding DNA acts to alter/optimise the expression of key
proteins; that altered gene conformation influences the expression of
immunochemicals, immune function, and predisposition to disease
i.e. that conformational changes to the structure of DNA must be
considered alongside chemical changes; that the order of exposure to
different gene-altering vectors is cumulative and adversely influences
genetic expression of proteins; and that altered gene conformation
- incurred as a result of changes to gene structure - influences the
expression of proteins, spectrum of antibodies, and hence, at least in
the pancreatic beta-cells, the ability to produce and/or store insulin.
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